January 2021 Collages

Pam Crause: Here are some pictures I found from 2008 and 2009. Just to remind ladies of what it's like
back in the healthy "old days" before Covid.
Top row: Christine Terbijhe, Coloma Oct 2008, Joanie Soth.
Bottom row: Marilyn Gibson Oct 2008, Jean Franklin and Theresa Parker at El Dorado County Fair 2009,
Jean Birthday, Jean Birthday Feb 2009.

Ellen Hall: First pic is quiveut fiber. Second is spun quiveut. Third is a hat I machine knit for my niece. (It
has an opening at the top for her ponytail.) Fourth is the sample I machine knit for a top down pullover
that I am presently working on.

Top Left - Wendy Holloway: Hope you are having some fun with your projects. I'm now officially in
love with my Gilmore. I've attached my most recent attempt at a block
design.
Top Right - Mel Silva: Navajo rug
"I am sending you a picture of another Navajo rug I made recently. It is a Raised Outline style, with
borders top and bottom of Mesa's, two regional style rugs represented in the middle, separated by a
ornate diagonal band that reverses itself. I am proud of this one and happy with how it came out. It is
an unusual Navajo style of weaving, not seen that often, with vertical lines and a "two-warp float",
creating a bump or raised edge around each of the design figures. You would have to see it in person to
feel the bumps and appreciate the weaving. I am entering it in January for the guild's show and tell."

Bottom row - Lynn Elbert: Potato basket. The basket is about 12 inches in diameter, 17? ribs. I made
up the pattern. Space dyed flat reed for the ear and the rest is round reed.
Working on getting this new to me floor loom going. An enormous thank you to Cynthia Fry for the gift
of this Gilmore 8s loom. We are trying to modify it to a rear hinge treadle so I have a fighting chance of
weaving on it. Boy she is a beauty. Made between 1940 and 1943.

Top row - Kimberly Loder: All hand spun. Weaving with art yarn warp and weft.
Bottom row - Elizabeth Standeven: This what I have been up to.... dyeing and spinning. The yellow and
purple yarns are lichen dyed. The yellow, green and black skein was dyed with mistletoe before being
spun and the other yarns are just me spinning through my stash.
I can’t wait to see everyone again soon!

Top row - Jan Marks: I've been working all covid on getting things out of my stash and organizing my
craft room. This month I finished a shawl from yarn I bought at stitches last year. I got it out and
realized it was not the correct gauge for the pattern I bought so I found 2 lace weight shawl patterns
(next one coming next month). I'm getting a little sick of this colorway. Socks are "mint tea" from

ravelry. I've also been spinning short fibers. Started with yak, then 2 cats, domestic shorthaired, currently working on camel. The cats yarn shown.
Middle row - Kathleen Smith: My newest tea towel technique. It is ice dying but with folded towels
instead of just scrunched up.
Bottom row - Catherine Close: 2 table rubbers woven from scraps of quilting fabric. Trying to end Covid
shutdown with less stash!

Top row - Nettie Fox: I’ve been working on ornaments out of felt called “Snow Birds” pattern is by
Larissa Holland. Just in time for the snow that’s coming. I started another miniature wool weaving on
Joanie’s Cactus Flower loom. Thanks Joanie!
Missing everyone in the basket group & missing connecting with all of the talented women in this group.
Be safe & healthy
Middle row - Mary Jane Trifiro: A couple of baskets completed during COVID time.
Bottom row - David Nelson: I have attached photos of my latest "weaving project". The chair is made
of cherry and the seat one inch Shaker tape. The seat took three afternoons, about six hours of set-up
time and actual weaving and is navy blue. I will be using the chair in my workshop.

Top left - Joanie Soth: I have been knitting socks in between my larger projects thanks to a class from
Jude Tarrant at one of our meetings.
Top right - Beth Callahan: Here's a little Gnome who opened up an inn in my back yard.
Bottom left - Merideth Masters: Crochet beanie
Bottom center - Judy Mosher: Knitted cowl, using malabrigo mecha.
Bottom right - Donna Madeira: I finished another simple quilt.

Top left - Terry Morris: One quick alpaca/merino hat for my son.
Top right - Marilyn Gibson: Happy New Year to All!
The larger fraternal socks are a surprise birthday gift to one of my granddaughters who loves my hand
knit socks. The tiny socks are for our first great grand child expected October 2021.
Bottom left - Cynthia Fry: Dish towel in cotton, waffle weave, done on the rigid heddle loom, the one
Kim had for sale, and a little dog tail. The blue is indigo dyed at Judi Petite’s dye workshop.
Bottom right - Susan Kerhoulas: From top left string pieced bag, up cycled denim bag (must use size 18
needle and it could still break!), another string pieced bag, and a bag made from samples of red work
embroidery colored with pencils.

Pat Woodward: Dryer balls made from bits and pieces left from carding and cleaning. They bounce
around in the dryer collecting static so you don't need softener. Easy to make. Just stuff a handful of
scrapes in an old knee hi and tie it tight. Run it through a couple loads in the washer and dryer to felt it.
Two more sofa pillows. I'm having fun with yarn scraps left from other projects.

